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Abstract—Content centric networks (CCN) offer more advan-
tages over conventional TCP/IP networks in areas like content
distribution. However, congestion control functionalities in CCN
present challenges such as detecting congestion, over-reducing
windows for non-congested paths, and addressing fairness issues.
Most existing studies employed congestion control mechanisms
similar to those in TCP. In addition, the existing mechanisms were
based on conventional optimization rules to adjust the rate at
which Interest packets are sent to request data from downstream
nodes. However, such existing mechanisms do not consider the
changes in network status and caching strategy due to multi-
path and multi-source transmission. Moreover, they are based on
assumptions about link bandwidth. In this paper, we study the
problem of congestion control in CCN and discuss its challenges.
In addition, we review the existing congestion control schemes in
CCN based on machine learning. Finally, we highlight the open
research issues to spur further investigations.

Index Terms—Content centric networks, in-network caching,
congestion control

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, mobile data traffic has experienced signif-
icant expansion, and this expansion is projected to persist in
the forthcoming future. Accordingly, the need for applications
that require minimal delays is also rising. According to the Er-
icsson mobile data traffic, video traffic is estimated to account
for 71% of all mobile data traffic, and this has been forecasted
to increase to 80% in 2028 [1]. To address this escalating
demand, a new Internet architecture called content-centric
networks (CCN) [2] has been introduced, which has shifted the
traditional end-to-end communication model towards content-
centric communication and caches content in content store
of the edge device as well as intermediate routers, allowing
consumers to access contents from multiple sources using
content names.

In CCN, two main packet types are used: Interest packets
request content, and Data packets respond to Interests. CCN
employs three crucial data structures: the content store (CS),
the pending Interest table (PIT), and the forwarding informa-
tion base (FIB). Consumers initiate content retrieval with an
Interest packet. If content is in the CS, the router sends the
Data packet to consumer. However, for non-cached content,
the router checks the PIT for forwarding records and the FIB
for the routing guidance.

CCN provides receiver-driven pull method and the one-
interest-one-data method for its multi-source transmission
mode, where former involves the consumer initiating content
requests through interest packets and intermediate routers pro-
viding the requested data. Whereas, the one-interest-one-data
method ensures that an Interest packet retrieves just one data
packet. Consequently, CCN controls data packet transmission
through Interest packet transmission rate management, which
bring many news challenges such as congestion detection,
rate adjustment, and fairness issues. Several researches in-
vestigated these challenges of congestion control in CCN
[3]–[9]. For instance, [3]. For instance, introduced hop-by-
hop Interest shaping mechanism for better link utilization.
[4] proposed to predict chunk locations in CCN. [5] pre-
sented a remote adaptive active queue management (RAAQM)
mechanism to control bottleneck queues. [6] employed the
back-pressure method to adjust Interest rate. [7] introduced a
rate-based multipath-aware congestion control, [8] presented
fully-distributed congestion control (FDCC) mechanism, and
[9] employed a probabilistic caching strategy. Although these
existing studies managed congestion compared to the rate-
based congestion control mechanisms, they were limited by
the strong assumptions on continuously changing network
contexts in CCN.

Recently, Machine learning (ML) methods have been ap-
plied to address the challenges of congestion control in CCN
[10]–[15]. For instance, [10] proposed a deep reinforcement
learning (DRL) based congestion control protocol (DRL-
CCP) to learn the optimal congestion control policy. [11]
proposed a forwarding strategy based on Q-learning and long-
short term memory (LSTM). [12] presented a multi-path
congestion control (MPCC) mechanism based on an online
learning method. [13] proposed to enhance the overall network
performance using DRL and [14] utilized DRL to address
the existing challenges in CCN. Furthermore, [15] proposed
caching strategy to dynamically select the optimal caching
policy based on varying network contexts.

Accordingly, this paper examines congestion control is-
sues in CCN and reviews AI-Enabled congestion control
mechanisms in CCN. We also highlight ongoing research
concerns. The remaining of the paper is organized as follows:
In Section II, we discuss issues regarding congestion control in
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CCN and provide a detailed review on AI-enabled congestion
control schemes in CCN. Then, Section III points out ongoing
research issues. Finally, we summarize the paper in Section IV.

II. CONGESTION CONTROL IN CONTENT CENTRIC
NETWORKS

In this section, we provide a brief overview on the con-
gestion can occur in CCN. Additionally, we discuss various
challenges related to congestion control in CCN. Finally, we
review the existing congestion control approaches proposed
for the CCN.

Because of its multi-source transmission, CCN does not
have a fixed end-to-end connection. However, the reasons for
congestion in CCN are the same as those in TCP/IP networks.
If consumers transmit an excessive number of interest packets,
the returned data packets might surpass the link bandwidth and
the queue length in the intermediate router buffer. This can
lead to packet losses, resulting in congestion. This highlights
the relevance of traditional schemes that use TCP-like con-
gestion control algorithms in content-centric networks. Yet,
relying on packet loss as a congestion indicator is costly.
In CCN, consumers detect packet loss primarily through
retransmission time out (RTO) due to the absence of an ACK
mechanism. Moreover, since interest requests are served by
different intermediate routers with different round trip times
(RTTs), detecting congestion using RTT and RTO may render
inaccurate detection results. Similar to inaccurate congestion
detection, traditional congestion control mechanisms adjust
congestion window if there is a packet loss occurrence on
any of the path. For example, in its multi-source transmission
mode, if a consumer consistently receives data from two sep-
arate sources and identifies a packet loss from any bottleneck
links on an intermediate router (source), the congestion win-
dow is reduced by half. This approach minimizes unwarranted
traffic reduction on non-congested paths, as shown in Fig. 1.
Since CCN allows in-networking caching of popular content,
consumers can request popular content. As a result, consumers
requesting popular content can receive content with shorter
delay and may occupy more bandwidth at the bottleneck links,
causing fairness issues among competing flows.

A. Congestion Control Methods in CCN

In recent years several congestion control approaches have
been proposed for CCN [3]–[9]. For instance, [3], introduced a
hop-by-hop interest shaping mechanism for NDN. They math-
ematically formulated and derived an optimal shaping rate.
Subsequently, they introduced an interest-shaping algorithm
designed to maximize link utilization without experiencing
data loss from congestion. [4] introduced a receiver-driven
congestion control protocol that addresses challenges such as
content chunks being retrieved from various nodes/caches by
using an anticipated interests mechanism to predict chunk
locations before they are served. [5] proposed a remote
adaptive active queue management (RAAQM) mechanism
that controls bottleneck queues along different paths. The
evaluated performance of the proposed mechanism using CCN

packet-level simulations considering both random and optimal
route selection. The proposed congestion control mechanism
demonstrated promising results in managing multipath com-
munication efficiently over CCN. [6] introduced a conges-
tion control mechanism that incorporates content popularity
prediction to optimize network resource allocation. Further-
more, they employed the back-pressure method to adjust the
Interest rate. The results showed that the proposed popularity-
centric method outperformed rate-based systems, especially
in metrics like cache, Interest retransmission rate, hit ratio,
goodput and flow completion time. [7] introduced a rate-based,
multipath-aware congestion control algorithm. The algorithm
uses a multipath forwarding strategy together with a multipath
feedback mechanism. This design calculates the transmission
rate for each flow and offers feedback to the consumer, guiding
the sending rate of interest packets. The results demonstrated
that the proposed algorithm achieves higher total throughput
ensuring fairness. To overcome the dynamic location of con-
tent chunks and the lack of duplicated acknowledgements, [8]
introduced the cooperative and memory-efficient token bucket
(CMTB) for hop-by-hop congestion control and the fully-
distributed congestion control (FDCC) for consumer-driven
control. Their experimental setup included both single-path
and multipath scenarios. The results showed an improvement
throughput compared to other methods. [9] introduced C3NDN
scheme that is based on a probabilistic caching strategy for
caching the popular content. They evaluated the performance
of C3NDN using the ndnSIM tool. The experimental results
indicate that C3NDN can reduce transmission time compared
to other schemes.

Although the conventional congestion control mechanisms
such as [3]–[9] managed congestion in CCN, and demonstrated
relatively good performance in terms of Interest transmission
rate, throughput, and flow completion time, as compared to the
rate-based methods. These studies were based on assumptions
on the network characteristics and did not consider the varying
network status, caching capacity, consumers’ request patterns,
content popularity, and application types in CNN.

B. AI-Enabled Congestion Control Methods in CCN

Machine learning (ML) approaches such as reinforcement
learning and deep learning have been increasingly applied
to the problem of congestion control in CCN due to the
limitations of conventional methods [10]–[15]. For instance,
[10] introduced a congestion control scheme that aligns with
the NDN’s unique characteristics, such as connectionless com-
munication, in-network caching, and content name. They pro-
posed DRL-CCP (a DRL-based congestion control protocol)
that enables consumers to autonomously learn the optimal
congestion control policy from historical data. The DRL-
CCP was designed to adjust the Interest sending window size
on the consumer side, considering the dynamic requirements
for different content types. The results demonstrated that the
proposed DRL-CCP achieves better performance in managing
congestion in NDN environments.
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Fig. 1. Congestion window adjustment for non-congested path in CCN

[11] proposed an intelligent forwarding strategy for con-
gestion control by integrating Q-learning and long short-term
memory (LSTM). Considering the unique features of CCN,
such as content-oriented communication, caching contents,
multiple paths, and multiple sources, the authors addressed
the congestion challenges in high-demand scenarios like video
streaming. The proposed strategy is a two-phase approach.
In the first phase, an LSTM model is trained to predict
the pending interest table (PIT) entry rate, which can serve
as an indicator of congestion. In the second phase, based
on the predicted PIT entry rate, Q-learning is employed to
forward data to an alternative, non-congested path. Simulation
results demonstrated that their method increased the data
reception rate and reduced the packet drop rate. [12] presented
a multi-path congestion control (MPCC) mechanism for NDN.
Considering the challenges posed by CCN’s inherent multi-
path and multi-source transmission, the proposed MPCC en-
compasses both multi-path discovery and congestion control.
For discovery, they developed a unique path tag to mark each
sub-path during forwarding and introduced a tag-aware strat-
egy to manage these sub-paths. For congestion control, they
considered metrics such as packet loss, bandwidth, and RTT
and employed the upper confidence bound (UCB) algorithm
to optimize sub-path selection to enhance network throughput.
Additionally, they designed a window adaptation algorithm to
prevent congestion across multiple paths. The results indicated
its ability to discover all sub-paths for multi-path scenarios,
and enhancing throughput while reducing transmission time.
[13] researched congestion control mechanism for software-
defined networking (SDN) and NDN within satellite networks
based on DRL. Considering the unique characteristics of the
satellite networks, the authors proposed to enhance the overall
network performance by effectively managing congestion,
ensuring data transmission efficiency, and maintaining network
stability.

Addressing the challenges of congestion detection, window
adjustment, and fairness, [14] proposed a DRL based intelli-
gent edge-aided congestion control (IEACC) scheme for NDN.

They introduced a proactive congestion detection system that
leverages intermediate routers to relay precise congestion data
to consumers. The IEACC approach categorizes data packets
based on varying congestion levels, utilizing a lightweight
clustering algorithm. This classification offers appropriate
inputs for DRL to determine an optimal transmission rate.
The resultsshowed that the IEACC scheme could improve the
data transmission rate, maintain fairness and reduce packet
loss when compared to other existing methods. [15] proposed
a hybrid caching strategy based on reinforcement learning,
called Cache-MAB. The proposed strategy allows routers
to dynamically choose the best caching policy, considering
fluctuating network scenarios. These scenarios include changes
in caching capacity, user request behaviors, content popularity
distribution, and types of applications. Cache-MAB aims to
select the optimal policy that maximizes local performance
indicators, such as cache hit rate. Simulations using ndnSIM
showed that Cache-MAB effectively adapts to different net-
work scenarios achieving near-optimal policy performance.

III. OPEN RESEARCH ISSUES

Congestion control in content-centric networks remains a
dynamic research area with various unresolved challenges.
Traditional TCP/IP-based congestion control mechanisms do
not address the distinct requirements and characteristics of
CCN. For instance, the dynamic location of content chunks,
the absence of ACKs,varying RTTs, and the pull-based method
of content retrieval further complicates the design of efficient
congestion control schemes. While there have been significant
research efforts in this area, there’s a continuous quest for
works that can optimize network resource allocation, cache
management, and data reliability, especially in network sce-
narios with high packet losses. Moreover, the integration of
advanced ML methods like DRL and proactive congestion
detectors facilitates more intelligent and adaptive solutions.
However, the practical implementation of these methods, their
scalability, and their performance in real-world scenarios re-
main areas that require exploration.
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IV. SUMMARY

With the expanding mobile data traffic over the Internet, a
new Internet architecture called content centric network has
been introduced. CCN has shifted the traditional end-to-end
communication model towards content centric communication,
presenting a response to the challenges posed by the increasing
demand for on demand services. However, there exist issues
such as congestion detection, congestion adjustment, and fair-
ness. This paper discussed congestion control problems, re-
viewed ML-based congestion control methods, and highlighted
challenges and future research directions in the field.
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